
New projects using BTO rings 

New proposals to colour-mark waders must be submitted to WSG, who assess their practicality and potential scientific 
value (see WSG Bulletin 38:5-6). If a proposal is approved, the organiser will receive a letter requesting payment 
of the annual servicing fee•for each species to be marked, before the colour-marking project commences. 

Failure to comply with the payment of appropriate fees would infringe the conditions of the marker's BTORinging 
Permit or NCC licence. This may place his/her activities outside the law and could also, of course, result in his/her 
Permit/Licence being revoked. 

British projects not using BTO rings 

All new and existing projects in which waders are colour-marked but not given BTO rings should already operate 
under a NCC licence. The now regulations and procedures outlined above apply equally to them as to projects using 
BTO rings. 

Outside Britain 

NCC and BTO have no powers to apply these regulations in countries other than Great Britain (except to markers 
operating elsewhere within the BTO scheme). However, WSG members will appreciate the importance of continued 
international co-operation in studying this highly migratory group of birds. Furthermore, the administrative costs 
of dealing with sightings of marked birds apply as much to birds marked outside Britain as within. WSG will, 
therefore, send, annually, to all non-British ringers who are colour-marking waders a letter asking them to donate 
an annual fee per species based on that required from British markers. We know that in several countries currency 
regulations prevent such payments. As suggested in WSG Bulletin 38:5-6, it is hoped that operators of marking 
projects there would be prepared to help WSG in other ways. 

Euring requested some years ago that WSG operate a colour-marking registration scheme for Europe and, in effect, 
this is now happening. Because of the uncertain basis of funding of expenses, however, WSG has until now felt 
unable to offer this service formally to national ringing authorities. We hope to do this in the near future, soon 
after the administrative load of introducing the now charges has decreased. 

Assessment of fees 

The level of the annual servicing fees has been set out to achieve the stated overall aim: to cover the administrative 
costs of the WSG Colour-marking Register (but not the cost of the actual work involved in operating the Register). 
For 1984 the fees are the minimum required to pay for the expenses of stationery, photocopying, reprographics, 
telephone charges and postage. Any increases in these charges due to inflation or the ending of, for example, 
subsidised photocopying must in future years be passed on to the markers. 

The annual servicing fee will comprise a sum for registration and one for sightings. However, rather than charge 
all markers a standard fee for the cost of dealing with sightings, part of the fee for each species will be weighted 
according to the number of combinations allocated to a scheme, the permanency of the mark, the use of individual 
versus cohort marks, and other factors likely to influence the chance of subsequent reports. It must be stressed 
that the fee will not be based upon the number of combinations already used or the number expected to be used in 
the coming year. Thus, a marker who has been allocated temporary marks and/or no more than 50 different colour 
combinations will be charged less than one requesting a large number of combinations of colour-rings; this applies 
regardless of the number of combinations actually used. The annual servicing fee per species for U.K. schemes in 
1984 will be œ5-œ10. (Fees for large national or international projects will normally be dealt withby the co- 
ordinators, rather than individual ringers or groups who agree to participate in the marking.) 

It will be apparent from the method of costing outlined above that, in future, markers will be able to reduce the 
level of their annual servicing fee by asking for fower combinations. This would lessen the demand upon the 
remaining (ever decreasing) marking possibilities. 

It will also be apparent that the fees do not provide for employment of anyone to operate the colour-marking 
register. Markers should bear in mind, therefore, that they are relying on the services of a WSG co-ordinator who 
is providing his time and skills without charge! Accordingly, while every effort will be made to provide a speedy 
service, a rapid reply to enquiries is not always possible. Markers (and observers of marked birds) can help by 
replying promptly to enquiries from the Register co-ordinator, but using letters rather than telephone calls. As 
matters usually require reference to large and complex files, it is rarely possible to deal with them by telephone, 
without wasting a great deal of time. 

Administration of payment 

Markers sending annual servicing fees to WSG will receive an acknowledgement of receipt. The names of U.K. markers 
who have paid their fees will be forwarded to BTOor NCC (whichever is the appropriate body for issuing permits 
and licences) for cross-reference. 

D.J. Townshend, Department of Zoology, University of Durham, South Road, Durham DH1 3LE, U.K. 

RINGING TOTALS 

As announced in WSG Bulletin 36: 24, the ringing totals listing has now become both international, and an annual 
feature. A now design ofl ringing totals form is enclosed as a loose insert with this Bulletin. This form covers 
the period January to December 1983. The species listing is designed to include the most frequently ringed species 
of shorebirds from Europe, Africa, the Americas, Asia and Australasia. We hope that this will ease the task of 
ringers, especially those active outside Europe, in reporting totals. Please return all coF•leted ringing totals 
forms to the Editor by 1 February 1984. 


